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Mobile devices now account for the majority of traffic to luxury brands' ecommerce sites, according to a new report
by PM Digital.

The report also finds that 81 percent of traffic in the online market share in the luxury industry is held by just 10
brands. Breaking down incoming traffic into component parts could help a brand modify its strategy and gain more
control of the online marketplace.

"Revenue is not addressed directly in our study, as we are focused on the front end of marketing, like online traffic
and other digital behaviors," said Glenn Lalich, vice president, research & analysis at PM Digital. "The key variables
we have seem for brands looking to significantly increase their online presence (say, 200% more visits YoY)
involved some combination of celebrity endorsement, a heavy push via social media to grow awareness and brand
advocates, and sometimes the introduction of products that broaden the product mix, be it through a line of
colognes or partnerships with fast-fashion chains like H&M (see both Alexander Wang and Balmain Paris)."

"Luxury Brands Online" looks at the Web sites of 20 luxury brands, comparing their traffic against one another and to
last year's traffic and breaking down visitors by the source of traffic, device used and demographic data.

Keep on growingKeep on growing

Forty percent of those exiting a luxury Web site are departing for another shopping page, often for another brand's or
a department store's site. Search accounts for more than half of referred traffic, compared to less than 6 percent for
social media and less than 4 percent for email, with 44 percent of that traffic being a result of paid advertising.
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Chanel mobile ad

As of July 2015, year-on-year traffic was up 20 percent. If the growth rate stays the same and 2015 experiences the
holiday spike that last year did, close to 40 million people could visit a brand's site in December.

Capitalizing on that traffic, then, is crucial, but a small number of brands account for a disproportionate number of
visitors. Michael Kors and Ralph Lauren account for about 38 percent between them, with the former growing by
almost 50 percent compared year-over-year for July.

Coach, hovering just above 12 percent, is  third, while Louis Vuitton and Gucci account for 9 percent and 7 percent,
with Chanel and Burberry next, around 4 percent. More than half the brands are near or below one percent.

Mobile accounts for at least half the traffic on almost all brands, with Christian Louboutin, Gucci, Michael Kors,
Jimmy Choo, Herms, Louis Vuitton and Prada approaching two-thirds mobile.

Michael Kors ecommerce site

The study notes that menswear is growing at twice the rate of women's wear, but at the moment women account for
slightly more visitors. Visitors also tend to be older than 45, but luxury sites capture more of the 18-34 demographic
than other apparel sites, suggesting a taste for luxury in the young generation.

For referrals, Google is overwhelmingly a source of clicks, with Facebook a major leader among social media at
about 3 percent. YouTube follows, just shy of a percentage point, with Twitter and Instagram referrals being rare, shy
of three-tenths of a percentage point. Reddit is  a surprise grower in third place, although still only at .19 percent.

Louis Vuitton's Web site accounts for more than 2 percent of referrals, the third biggest source after Google searches
and Facebook. Other brand sites, including Michaek Kors, Chanel, Herms and Burberry, are notable referrers.

Surprisingly, Amazon and eBay are the leading shopping sites for referrals, with Macy's being the biggest retailer for
driving traffic.
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"Louis Vuitton handbags" search, filled with resale sites

Handbags and similar goods are major keywords for luxury brands: "bag," "bags," "handbags," "purse" and "purses"
together account for around 7 percent of traffic, much of it paid.

However, adding the word handbag to a search with a brand's name actually results in a far smaller percentage of
clicks than the brand name alone. Much of that traffic is lost to discount sites, meaning brands need to be creative
and hyper-attentive to the role of search in luxury shopping.

Also of note, the word "outlet" is the single highest performer and is more organic than other terms, indicating an
aspirational market looking for lower price points. More entry-level items and outlet stores could drive traffic and
sales in the short-term but come with the risk of hurting brand image in the long-term.

Included in the report as well are breakdowns of each social media referral by brand, growth across different social
platforms.

The growth of mobile traffic and prevalence of search in providing traffic provide two obvious points of investment
for luxury brands looking to maintain or grow market share. More discreetly, the relatively small but growing role of
social media still remains a frontier for luxury brands.

Burberry mobile site

Celebrities have massive social media followings because of their cultural clout at the moment. Partnerships that
help a brand tap into a celebrity's following will help a brand both in visibility and in market share.
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Furthermore, because of the way consumers use social media, growth on such platforms should be coordinated in
tandem with measures to make a mobile site more user-friendly.

Slow down

Between 2013 and 2014, affluents decreased spending across personal luxury goods categories by 15.4 percent,
according to a recent report from Unity Marketing.

While spending dropped, demand for personal luxuries remained flat at 73 percent, leaving it only a point higher
than the all-time-low in 2009 in the midst of the recession. This combination points to a general trading down, or
consumers selecting less expensive luxury brands (see story).

Even if mobile traffic is not necessarily translating into mobile purchases, brands should understand the importance
of a mobile device's role in the purchase process.

While mobile's influence on holiday shopping will reach unprecedented levels this year both online and in-store, the
impact of mobile payments is likely to be insignificant except for retailers catering to higher income brackets.

According to a new survey from the National Retail Federation, 21.4 percent of smartphone owners plan to use their
device to make holiday purchases and growing numbers will take advantage of mobile-driven omnichannel
offerings such as buy-online, pick-up-in-store. At the same time, a new Accenture report suggests that while
awareness of mobile payments is on the rise, in terms of actual use, the big opportunity right now is higher income
consumers, with 38 percent of consumers that have a household income of at least $150,000 using their phones to
make payments at merchant locations at least weekly (see story).

PM Digital's study looked at traffic, not revenue; once consumers are on site, keeping them their and managing a
sale is the next step.

"Keeping visitors on a site, and maintaining a larger base of loyal customers, has a lot to do with relationship
building," Mr. Lalich said. "For those who may not want to focus on competitive pricing to win a customer over,
brands could instead place more emphasis on building valuable and long lasting relationships, and fine tuning the
overall brand experience on their website.

"Luxury shoppers in particular are drawn to the elevated experiences created for them by their favorite luxury logos,"
he said. "Brand can consider expanding the amount of intriguing content offered, celebrating the brand story and
how products are made (the craftsmanship), and sharing behind-the-scenes looks at runway shows or extended
versions of ad campaigns etc.

"From an ecommerce perspective, brands may also want to highlight superior service or other perks, such as special
promotions, store locations, delivery options and available inventory by size etc."

Final Take
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